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Abstract
We address the problem of multi-person dataassociation-based tracking (DAT) in semi-crowded
environments from a single camera. Existing trackletassociation-based methods using purely visual cues (like
appearance and motion information) show impressive
results but rely on heavy training, a number of tuned
parameters, and sophisticated detectors to cope with visual
ambiguities within the video and low-level processing
errors. In this work, we consider clustering dynamics
to mitigate such ambiguities. This leads to a general
optimization framework that adds social grouping behavior
(SGB) to any basic affinity model. We formulate this as
a nonlinear global optimization problem to maximize the
consistency of visual and grouping cues for trajectories in
both tracklet-tracklet linking space and tracklet-grouping
assignment space. We formulate the Lagrange dual and
solve it using a two-stage iterative algorithm, employing the
Hungarian algorithm and K-means clustering. We build
SGB upon a simple affinity model and show very promising
performance on two publicly available real-world datasets
with different tracklet extraction methods.

1. Introduction
We consider grouping dynamics and show that modeling social grouping behavior (SGB) can improve multiperson data association based tracking (DAT) performance.
The general multi-target tracking problem is to provide the
trajectories and identities of multiple targets in video sequences. It is an extensively explored topic in computer
vision for its importance in applications like automated
surveillance, video retrieval system, and human-computer
interaction. DAT (also known as the tracklet-linking problem) is an emerging category of multi-target tracking which
considers frames over an extended time window. Different
affinity models and optimization methods have been proposed to link conservatively and reliably extracted tracklets
(short tracks) into longer ones to form the final tracking result. Though not as suitable for time-critical applications,

Figure 1: An illustration of our approach: Tracklet colors are ground truth and numbers are our social groupings.
We optimize over tracklet-tracklet linkings and trackletgrouping assignments to exploit social grouping behavior.
this approach is more useful for other application scenarios since it can more easily handle occlusions and detection
failures. However, due to challenges (mainly from lowlevel processing errors) such as imperfect detection, low
resolution, abrupt motion, and illumination and appearance
changes, problems such as false response, track fragmentation, and identity switching still arise. Furthermore, the
optimum provided by optimization methods like the Hungarian algorithm is usually sensitive to outliers, so a slightly
bad visual cue or a small change of parameter may lead to
a different solution.
In this work, we look beyond purely visual cues and
model social grouping behavior to mitigate ambiguities in
the tracklet linking problem. When there are few people,
multi-person tracking is a relatively easy task since there
are few occlusions or interactions, but in semi-crowded scenarios, there are many grouping behaviors we may utilize
to disambiguate. Sociology and current computer vision research results show that people tend to walk in groups, when
they usually stay close to each other and have similar speeds
and trajectories [18]. So in this work, we not only measure
the quality of the tracklet-tracklet linkings based on visual
cues as in previous work, but we also take the quality of

tracklet grouping into consideration. The main evidence
used to link tracklets is still visual cues, but we provide a
principled way of using social grouping behavior to regularize the solution to prevent outliers from dominating the
tracking result.
We propose a general nonlinear global optimization
framework in the joint tracklet-tracklet linking and trackletgrouping assignment space. A simple illustration is shown
in Fig. 1. The contributions and novelty of our work are
• We explicitly consider social grouping behavior to improve data association based tracking. This formulation may be applied to different affinity models, optimization algorithms, and detection methods.
• Our framework is robust to parameters settings and the
basic affinity model and automatically selects the number of groups.

as social grouping behavior. [18] proposed a more effective
dynamic model based on such information, [2] uses social
structures to improve tracking in crowded scenarios. [19]
and [27] infer grouping for better trajectory prediction and
behavior prediction respectively. [6] also considers other
tracks as contextual constraints for the solution. But to the
best of our knowledge, our work is the first to directly and
generally consider the quality of social grouping behavior
as a higher-level reasoning evidence to improve DAT performance while tracking. Also, we consider grouping from
a clustering point of view. Though clustering views have
been applied for tracking such as in [24] and [22], they usually focus on flow analysis or feature clustering for people
counting. But our framework works for semi-crowded environments and focuses on individuals to improve tracklet
linking performance.

2. Related work

3. Modeling social grouping behavior

Multi-target tracking. For multi-target tracking, timecritical approaches usually use particle filtering algorithms
for state estimation [29] [10] [17]. For less time-critical
tasks, with the help of state-of-art tracklet extraction methods such as human detector approaches [9] or tracking error approaches [23], researchers look at extended time periods and link tracklets to recover full tracks[4][26]. This is
known as DAT or deferred logical inference.
To obtain more reliable affinity scores or linking probabilities between tracklets, [15] learns a discriminative affinity model from a feature pool, boosting of training data from
similar scenes. [12] uses a similar boosting framework but
focuses on the appearance cues. To effectively infer the best
matching given the affinity measurements among tracklets
or detection responses, different optimization methods such
as Linear Programming [11], Quadratic Boolean Programming [14], the Hungarian algorithm [20][9], K-shortest path
[5], MWIS[6], set-cover [25], and approximated dynamic
programming[21] have been proposed. In this work, we
choose the Hungarian algorithm for simplicity.
[28] and [23] are the most similar to this work. The former looks beyond pairwise tracklet assignment and considers motion dependency that restricts abrupt motion change,
but only focuses on the individual track level. The latter builds upon basic affinity model and consider longterm dependency. It finds suspicious tracks with high error rate within themselves after initial matching and does
re-sampling and re-matching, but it also focuses on single
tracks without using other tracks as social context.
Social behavior in tracking. Using pedestrian trajectories to infer social behavior is not rare, both in the computer
vision and sociology community[8][16]. Recently social
behavior has caught more attention in tracking community.
Typical social factors include a pedestrian’s destination, desired speed, and repulsion from other individuals, as well

We build out formulation of social grouping behavior
model from the basic tracklet-linking problem. Then we
propose a two-stage iterative algorithm that optimizes the
joint tracklet-tracklet linking and tracklet-grouping assignments, resulting in steps that can be solved efficiently by
off-the-shelf algorithms. Finally we describe how to choose
K, the number of clusters used in this algorithm.

3.1. Problem formulation
We aim to recover the trajectories of an unknown number of targets considering consistency of both visual and
social cues within a time interval [0,T ]. We are given
a set of n tracklets (possibly including false alarms) τ =
{τ1 , τ2 , . . . , τn } within [0,T ]. Each tracklet is a sequence
of short but reliable state estimations (in our case, the position and size of targets) across some time interval. The
task is to determine which tracklets correspond to the same
target. This can be represented as a correspondence matrix
φ, such that
(
1 if tracklet j immediately follows tracklet i,
φij =
0 otherwise,
(1)
P
P
with the added constraints that j φij = 1 and i φij = 1,
indicating each tracklet should only follow and be followed
by one other tracklet (except for the first and last tracklets
of each track, as which we will address in Sec. 3.3). We let
Φ be the set of valid correspondence matrixes.
We define a pairwise transition score matrix M (See
Sec. 4.2 for details), in which Mij denotes the negative loglikelihood that tracklet j should be the first instance linked
after tracklet i. We call this the basic affinity model. Traditional DAT can be formulated as
X
arg min
φij Mij .
(2)
φ∈Φ

ij

This is an assignment problem which can be solved optimally by the Hungarian algorithm in polynomial time.
We want to take the quality of social grouping behavior into consideration to help eliminate visual ambiguities
within the video and improve tracking performance. The
goal is to maximize the consistency of both visual and social grouping cues. For social grouping evaluation, we assume people form groups of an optimal number of K (see
Sec. 3.3 for the selection of K) and, within each group,
there is a group mean trajectory Gk . Then we measure how
well each tracklet sticks to its group and add this term to the
original objective function. Thus, the SGB DAT problem is
formulated as
X
X
arg min
φij Mij + α
ψik D(τi , Gk )
φ∈Φ,ψ∈Ψ,G
ij
ik
(3)
s.t. ∀i, j, k φij (ψik − ψjk ) = 0,
where ψ is a social grouping matrix:
(
1 if tracklet i is assigned to group k,
ψik =
(4)
0 otherwise.
P
Again there is an added constraint that k ψik = 1 and we
let Ψ be the set of valid social grouping matrixes. This constraint can be naturally satisfied by modeling the trackletgrouping assignment task as a clustering problem.
The constraint in Eq. 3 naturally asserts that if two tracklets are linked (they belong to the same target), they should
be assigned to the same group. D(τi , Gk ) is the distance
measure between tracklet i and group trajectory Gk .To balance the contributions of visual cues and social grouping
behavior, α is chosen as the weighting parameter. For each
dataset in experiments, we choose α by coarse binary search
within only one time window and keep it constant for all the
others. We call Eq. 3 the primal problem.

3.2. A two-stage iterative algorithm
To solve Eq. 3, a nonlinear optimization problem with
equality constraints, we apply Lagrange theory and get
X
X
L(φ, ψ, G, µ) =
φij Mij + α
ψik D(τi , Gk )
ij

+

ik

X

(5)

µijk φij (ψik − ψjk ),

ijk

in which the µs are the Lagrange multipliers indexed by i,j
and k. So the dual of this problem is
max q(µ)
where q(µ) =

min

φ∈Φ,ψ∈Ψ,G

L(φ, ψ, G, µ).

(6)

The corresponding linking result φ (also ψ and G if interested) of the optimization result is the output of the method.

For a fixed µ, let
(φµ , ψ µ , Gµ ) = arg min L(φ, ψ, G, µ).

(7)

φ∈Φ,ψ∈Ψ,G

To solve Eq. 6, we use a line search strategy guided by the
subgradient:
∂L(φµ , ψ µ , Gµ , µ)
µ
µ
= φµij (ψik
− ψjk
).
∂µijk

(8)

Therefore to find the subgradient, we must solve Eq. 7. We
do so by a two-stage block coordinate-descent algorithm,
using a penalized Hungarian algorithm and a penalized Kmeans clustering.
The first stage minimizes over φ (the tracklet linking result) from Eq. 5 with ψ and G fixed as
X
X
φµ = arg min
φij Mij +
µijk φij (ψik − ψjk )
φ∈Φ

ij

= arg min
φ∈Φ

X
ij

ijk

φij [Mij +

X

(9)
µijk (ψik − ψjk )].

k

Comparing with Eq. 2 this amounts to adding a penalty term
to the matrix scores, based on the Lagrange multipliers. So
Eq. 9 can again be effectively solved by the Hungarian algorithm as is commonly done for Eq. 2.
The second stage minimizes over ψ and G based on
Eq. 5, with φ fixed as (ψ µ , Gµ ) =
X
X
arg min α
ψik D(τi , Gk ) +
µijk φij (ψik − ψjk )
ψ∈Ψ,G

=arg min
ψ∈Ψ,G

ik

X
ik

ijk

X
ψik [αD(τi , Gk ) +
(µijk φij − µjik φji )].
j

(10)
where the equality can be achieved by changing the sums’
indexes. We note the form of the resulting function is that
of a clustering problem like K-means. The first step of Kmeans clustering is observation assignment step, in which
each observation is assigned to its closest mean (center).
In this case, we view each tracklet τi as an observation
while each Gk (group mean trajectory) is a center. The distance function D(·, ·) function
is the distance measure and
P
the penalty/reward term j (µijk φij − µjik φji ) adjusts this
distance measure. The second step of K-means is the center update step, as described in Sec. 4.4. Since K-means
converges to local minimum, we run several random initial
grouping assignments and use the output of the one with the
minimum value for Eq. 6 as the final result.
For Eq. 9, the intuition is that if two tracklets are not
assigned
to the same group but are linked, we add the
P
µ
(ψ
ik − ψjk ) term to drive them to different tracks,
k ijk
if the visual cues are not very strong. For Eq. 10, we add the
penalty term that considers linking results to drive tracklets

into different groups. Therefore, we are guided explicitly to
a better global optimization result. Notice that for the typical initial value of µ equal all zero, the solution for Eq. 9 is
the same as the original result for Eq. 2, which is a reasonable starting point.
In summary, for each initial grouping assignment, optimization for Eq. 6 over µ is based on subgradient ascent. For each fixed µ, there is an alternating minimization
process based on block coordinate-minimization across the
tracklet-tracklet linking space and tracklet-grouping assignment space. The latter involves K-means which has iterations itself in the tracklet-grouping assignment space. Finally, we keep the tracklet-linking result for the run with the
minimum value of q(u).

3.3. Selection of K

Algorithm 1: SGB Algorithm
Data: Tracklet set τ
Result: Linking Result φF inal
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Until now we have not discussed the selection of K for
clustering. However, it is a key issue to guarantee automation. Here we propose a penalized version of our algorithm
to select K automatically. The total solution cost of Eq. 3
decreases with K (as the second term becomes smaller with
more clusters). Therefore, to prevent overfitting the number
of clusters, we place a linear penalty (weight β, fixed for all
our experiments) on the number of clusters, K. A summary
of our method is shown in Alg. 1. Note that parallelizing our
algorithm is trivial, since each iteration of the outer loop is
independent. In experiments, building upon the basic affinity model, our unoptimized implementation takes 1 to 10
seconds to converge to a local maximum for each run on a
video window of 5 seconds.

4. Implementation
We explain some implementation details of our system.

4.1. Tracklet extraction
Our framework can use different affinity models and detection methods. For our experiments, we use two very different frameworks. The first one is the error-based tracklet
extraction method of [23]. This method uses traditional detection methods without assuming a human detector. This
method benefits from easy implementation and detection of
multiple class objects, but suffers from inaccurate detection.
We build our second tracklet extraction framework based
on a popular human detector[7], combining nearest neighbor association and template matching to extract conservative tracklets. Given detection responses, we link detection
response pairs only at consecutive frames which have very
similar color, size and position. Additionally, the newly
added detection must be similar to the first detection in the
tracklet, thus avoiding within-tracklet ID switches caused
by gradual changes. We find this simple strategy produces
almost zero ID switches within tracklets and good recall
performance.

13
14
15
16
17
18
19

for K ← 1 to Km do
for i ← 1 to N do
µ ← 0, φK,i ← 0
initialize ψ K,i and GK,i randomly
while Not local maximum for Eq. 6 do
µ ← subgradient ascent: Eqs. 7 and 8
while φK,i or ψ K,i changes do
Update φK,i : Eq. 9
while ψ K,i changes do
Update ψ K,i : Eq. 10
Update GK,i according to ψ K,i
end
end
end
end
CostK,i ← primal cost (φK,i , ψ K,i , GK,i ): Eq. 3
end
(K ∗ , i∗ ) ← arg minK,i CostK,i + βK
∗ ∗
φF inal ← φK ,i

4.2. Basic affinity model
Social grouping behavior regularizes our solution and alleviates the need for a highly tuned affinity model. However, the basic affinity model must produce reasonable measurements, Mij . Here we build a simple affinity model considering three features which are commonly used and shown
to be among the most important features[15][13]:
Mij = ft (τi , τj ) + γ1 fappr (τi , τj ) + γ2 fmotion (τi , τj ).
(11)
The time constraint is
(
ft (τi , τj ) =

0 if 0 < ∆tij < tmax ,
∞ otherwise,

(12)

where ∆tij is the time gap between the end of tracklet i and
the start of tracklet j. So tracklet linking is only possible
when tracklet j takes place later than tracklet i and within
the maximum allowed frame gap tmax . For the appearance
model fappr (τi , τj ), we use the Bhattacharyya distance between the average color histograms within the tracklets[23].
We employ the HSV color space and get a 24-element feature vector after concatenating 8 bins for each channel. The
motion model fmotion (τi , τj ) measures the motion smoothness, which is defined in both forward and backward direc-

tion by a negative log-Gaussian:
fmotion (τi , τj ) = − ln G(ptail
+ vitail ∆tij − phead
, Σj )
i
j
− ln G(phead
− vjhead ∆tij − ptail
j
i , Σi ).

(13)

pi and vi represent the refined positions and velocities of
τi for both the beginning and ending part. A smaller value
for all these three models between two tracklets indicates
a bigger likelihood that they should be linked. We select
the γs (feature weights) by only looking at one time window. We show in Sec. 5 that this simple model can provide
reasonable linking results.

4.3. Augmentation of pairwise assignment problem
P
P As mentioned before, φ ∈ Φ enforces i φij = 1 and
j φij = 1, but they should not hold for the first and last
tracklet of each track respectively. In other words, traditional pairwise assignment algorithms like the Hungarian
algorithm are not able to identify initialization or termination of tracks when applied to the M matrix directly. A
simple example is where one person exits the scene and
another person with a very different appearance enters afterwards. These two tracklets will be linked in the solution even though Mij is big because every tracklet must be
linked to a “next” tracklet unless conflict exists. One solution is the link-cut strategy, in which a threshold is set and
when Mij exceeds it, the link between these two tracklets is
cut. However, the final result (after cutting) for this strategy
is based on the initial result that may include very bad linking, as it was forced to link every tracklet to a next tracklet.
In this work, we use the cut-while-linking strategy similar
to [9] in a simple way and augment the Mij matrix as


M C
M new =
.
(14)
B B
C is a diagonal matrix (infinity elsewhere) with values c
indicating the “finishing” threshold, and B is a matrix of
infinities. The constant c can be varied if scene structure
(such as exit positions) is known. The augmented columns
(and rows) are virtual finishing tracklets. Linking to them
indicates the end of a track. Once termination is determined,
initialization of tracks come along naturally.

4.4. Augmentation of K -means clustering
In this section we describe some details of the implementation of our K-means clustering, specifically for lines
9–12 in Alg. 1. We view each tracklet and grouping mean
trajectory as a 2D time series. D(τi , Gk ) is the Euclidean
distance integrated over time between one tracklet and the
grouping mean trajectory. Using positions on image plane
works, but for more accurate distance measurement, in this
work, positions on the image plane are projected to the 2D
world coordinates of the ground plane.

The grouping mean trajectories (centers) must exist for
the entire time, since for the observation assignment step,
each tracklet needs to be compared with all groups. So
given a set of tracklets for which ψik = 1, we generate the
kth grouping mean trajectory as follows: For each frame
number in the time window, we use the mean position of
corresponding tracklets positions occurring at certain time.
For time steps with no assigned tracklets, we use linear interpolation or extrapolation for the mean trajectories.

4.5. Duality gap
A duality gap exists between Eq. 3 and Eq. 6, meaning
the constraints in Eq. 3 may not all be satisfied when our algorithm converges. Though in practice it does not evidently
affect the performance, we propose the following strategy to
address such concerns: When each run converges, we still
output the tracking result φ, but for the evaluation of the objective cost, we force the constraints of Eq. 3 to be true by
generating the centers of the final tracks one last time and
evaluating the objective cost again. This helps to get a more
accurate cost for comparison of different optimization runs.

5. Experiments
We evaluate how modeling social grouping behavior
helps to improve multi-person tracking on two public
datasets: CAVIAR and TownCentre. We use the popular
evaluation metrics of [15]: the number of ground truth trajectories (GT), mostly tracked trajectories (MT), mostly lost
trajectories (ML), fragments (Frag) and ID switches (IDS).
Our way of modeling social grouping behavior is independent of the choice of tracklet extraction methods and
affinity model. However, it is clear that the tracking performance is related to detector performance and we think
it unfair to compare methods with different tracklet extraction frameworks. So, for the CAVIAR dataset, we compare
our SGB algorithm with the basic affinity model, a particle
filter[10], and the published result of [23] using the same
set of tracklets provided by the authors. For the TownCentre dataset, we show improvement of our SGB over the basic
affinity model using our proposed detection-based tracklet
extraction framework with the same set of detections.

5.1. CAVIAR dataset
The CAVIAR Test Case Scenarios dataset[1] captures
people moving in a shopping center with frequent occlusions and interactions. We use the videos selected by [23],
which are the relatively challenging parts of the dataset. A
comparison is shown in Tbl. 1. Our basic affinity model
achieves reasonable results and better results than [23] can
be achieved by employing our social grouping model.
Fig. 2 shows representative cases of the strong grouping
information that allows us to improve tracking performance.
Fig. 2(a) and 2(b) show results under challenging conditions

Frame 890
Frame 950
Frame 980
Frame 1010
(a) Even under heavy occlusions and interactions, the usual identity switch of 2 and 10 is avoided.

Frame 510
Frame 1245
Frame 1650
Frame 1682
(b) Long-term tracking of the couple (20,21) is possible under challenging conditions:
small target, illumination change (frame 510), and false detection (frame 1245)

Frame 1127
Frame 1147
Frame 1200
Frame 1320
(c) The baseline model labels 12 and 6 as the same person. Our model identifies a new track.
Figure 2: Some representative tracking results for CAVIAR dataset.

Frame 2105

Frame 2133
Frame 2147
Robust tracking result in crowded scene under occlusion.

Frame 2199

Figure 3: A representative tracking result for TownCentre dataset.
(noisy velocity estimation, interaction, appearance change
and false detection). Fig. 2(c) shows robustness to the selection of C in Eq. 14. Though in the baseline, the last tracklet
of person 12 and first tracklet of person 6 are linked since
the corresponding M value is less than C, our model finds
it inappropriate to do so since person 6 deviates seriously
from the mean trajectory of person 12 and 13.

Table 1: Comparison of the tracking result on the CAVIAR
dataset: 75 ground truth (GT) tracks.
Method
Basic particle filter
Basic affinity model
MCMC prediction
Our SGB model

MT
53.3%
77.3%
84.0%
88.0%

ML
10.7%
6.7%
4.0%
2.6%

Frag
15
9
6
5

IDS
19
12
8
6

5.2. TownCentre dataset
We use the TownCentre dataset[3] to further test our proposed method, with the detection-based tracklet extraction
framework. This video is a high-resolution video of a busy
street, with an average of 16 people visible at each frame.

We use the raw HOG pedestrian detections for the first 4500
frames (3 minutes) provided by the authors. The scene is
very crowded with 220 people (provided by the annotated
ground truth and excluding those who only appear briefly at

Table 2: Comparison of the tracking result on the TownCentre dataset: 220 ground truth (GT) tracks.
Method
Basic affinity model
Our SGB model

MT
76.8%
83.2%

ML
7.7%
5.9%

Frag
37
28

IDS
60
39

the image border) in just 3 minutes, but there are many social grouping behaviors. A quantitative comparison of our
SGB model and basic affinity model is shown in Tbl. 2. We
see that our SGB model improves tracking performance in
all aspects, especially for ID switches (reducing the number by 35%). Some sample frames are shown in Fig. 3, in
which robust tracking is achieved under a crowded scenario
and unexpected full occlusion.

6. Conclusion
In this paper, we propose a principled way of incorporating social grouping behavior information into multi-target
tracking as a high-level reasoning tool for better performance. Our model is independent of the detection method
and affinity model, mitigating the need for heavy training or
sophisticated detection in DAT. Our optimization results in
a simple form which can be achieved by off-the-shelf algorithms. In experiments we show our method performs better
than recent work, using a simple affinity model.
Acknowledgements We thank the UC Riverside Video
Computing Group for providing data and useful discussion.
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